chased a decade ago, which is clearly related to the one recently acquired. Although these two figures were surely made by different masters, and perhaps some years apart, both might well be based on yet another representation of John from a Crucifixion group, perhaps life-size, which may once have existed in a Sienese church. It is hoped eventually to determine the identity of the artist responsible for the Museum's St. John and the Virgin. For the moment, however, he remains anonymous.
Next in order of chronology is the marble Virgin and Child with the Infant St. John (Figure 4) wondrously fluent figure. It is correspondingly delicate in detail, as in the treatment of the hands and hair. The column to which Christ is bound is of lapis lazuli, and the pedestal on which he stands-the original, it may be noted-is of black marble, on the front surface of which is a silver plaque with engraved decoration in the form of a crowned column within a baroque cartouche. The crowned column is the emblem of the Colonna family of Rome. Since it is of precious lapis lazuli, the column to which Christ is bound may also be considered an allusion to that family. Since we know from a passage in Bellori's Le Vite that Algardi offered to Pope Innocent X (Giambattista Pamfili) two silver statuettes of the Baptism of Christ, a gift apparently prompted by the fact that the Baptist was the patron of the Pope's family and also his name saint, we may conclude that the Christ at the Column was a gift or commission of a like order. We do not know which member of the Colonna family originally owned it; he could have been Marcantonio V, who held the post of Spanish ambassador to Urban VIII and Innocent X.
Algardi's Christ is related, and in execution superior, to the central figure in his Flagellation of Christ, a gilt-bronze group in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna.
The Museum has received as a loan from Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Wrightsman a pair of magnificent bronze firedogs cast by Algardi's assistant, Domenico Guidi, after models made by the master, shortly before his death in 1654, on the order of Philip IV of Spain. In the Jupiter (Figure 5 ) which surmounts one of the firedogs there is to be observed the same fluency of expression in dealing with figures of godlike proportions, the same easy mastery of composition, and the same concern for significant detail that are to be seen in the silver Christ.
The 
